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This version of the Mazza – in a 2.4in 

width with Vittoria’s Trail casing –  

weighs 970g, about 50g more than  

a comparable 2.3in Maxxis High Roller  

II 3C EXO. It features the same 120TPI 

construction and quad-compound 

Graphene 2.0 rubber as Vittoria’s more 

robust enduro and e-MTB tyres. Tubeless 

inflation on DT Swiss EX 1700 rims was 

easy using only a track pump, and the 

bead seated quickly and held air well. 

Rolling speed is good, especially on 

fireroad climbs and flatter trail centre 

sections. But this comes at the 

detriment of braking grip and straight-

line traction on hardpack mud and rocks, 

especially in the wet. However, dry 

cornering grip is impressively consistent 

and the Mazza has predictable traction 

when lent over. Carcass and knob 

strength is good too, and the Trail casing 

resists rips and tears. Had Vittoria 

positioned the Mazza as a dry-conditions 

tyre it would’ve been heading for a 

near-perfect score, however they say it 

should grip well in loose terrain too, and 

we just didn’t find this to be true. Alex

www.zyrofisher.co.uk

Vittoria Mazza Graphene 2.0  
Trail 29x2.4in tyre £59.99

The ongoing quest to minimise the 

amount of kit we have to carry about  

our bodies delivers us the Flow Caddy  

– a truncated water bottle with a secure 

screw top, which pops into a bottle  

cage, the short length making it suitable 

even for most full-suspension bikes. 

Inside, a separate roll holds tyre levers,  

a CO
2
 canister and a multi-tool. The 

Caddy is available without the internal  

organiser (£7) but we’d always opt for 

this version because it prevents 

everything rattling around if it’s not 

tightly packed. We like this a lot; it’s 

simple, inexpensive and, with the mucky 

season well underway, keeps the crud  

off your emergency tools. Russell

www.upgradebikes.co.uk

Lezyne Flow Caddy  
tool storage bottle  
£15 (with internal organiser)
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Designed for use under baggies, the 

Foundation bibs have three pockets  

on the rear for phone, snack and tool 

storage. We’ve tended to use the middle 

one for a smartphone, which it holds 

securely without pulling the bib section 

down out of shape. The legs and front  

are an open mesh, with a solid ‘pant’ 

section. This houses 7mesh’s innovative 

pad, which has substantial cushioning 

where you need it but is cut away at the 

front to avoid bulk and increase airflow. 

These undershorts may look like a  

warm-weather base (as well as a Borat- 

style S&M outfit!), but we’ve found them 

so comfortable that we’re still wearing 

them as the temperature drops. The 

price means we can’t quite bring 

ourselves to award them five stars, but  

if you suffer with discomfort and/or  

heat build-up, you may well find them 

worth every penny. Russell

www.7mesh.com

7Mesh Foundation bib liner 
shorts £145.20


